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The group asked and answered various questions. These are captured below. 

1) Do guilds charge a set fee for their workshops 
a. Yes, typically there is a set fee. If the speaker is expensive, then some guilds 

increase the fee to as much as $80-85 to cover the cost of the speaker and 
facility. Other guilds do not do this citing guild education as a goal and do not try 
to cover the cost. It is covered by other fund raisers. 

b. Workshops are open to outside the guild 
c. Workshops may break even 
d. Some guilds do not cancel the workshop even if they don’t get enough 

participants to cover the cost 
2) Are workshops and speakers in person or on Zoom? 

a. Some guilds do both. Some only meet in person (especially if the members are 
older and not comfortable with technology).  

3) Sharing speakers between guilds 
a. Most guilds found it difficult to share between guilds due to distance between 

guilds and/or days of the week or day of the month for regular meetings 
b. Guilds can find the information on when the various guilds meet on the SCCQG 

website under member guilds. 
4) How do you find speakers? 

a. Some guilds have found that the guild members appreciate local talent, although 
not from their guild necessarily.  

b. Another guild found it difficult to find speakers because guild members are 
accomplished quilters. SMQG has been bringing in speakers with topics related 
to history or culture (e.g., American Indian quilts or South Pacific quilts). Another 
guild had speakers related to Color. 

c. One guild engages members in constant queries about their interests, both from 
Zoom and in-person participants. They would also have a drawing for a free class 
if members renewed their membership early. 

d. Global Quilt Connection is a great resource to find speakers. They are having 
their “Sampler Platter” at the end of July. Guilds can register and pay a fee that is 
based on the size of their membership ($40 and up) or individuals can register 
for $20. This has been well-received at some guilds. Also SCCQG has the Meet 
the Teacher events. 

5) How do you advertise your events and is there an opportunity to advertise through 
SCCQG? 

a. On the guild websites 
b. SCCQG is willing to send an email blast with upcoming information. Sandy Scott 

at info@sccqg.org is the person to contact with your guild’s information.  

mailto:info@sccqg.org


6) What type of fundraising do you do? 
a. Fabric sale 

i. One guild cut up their fabric into 5” and 2 ½” strips and made up 
coordinating bundles 

ii. Donated fabric 
b. Tea with auction and/or raffle 

i. Could be a theme like halloween 
c. Book sale 
d. Craft fairs 
e. Boutique 
f. Silent auction 
g. Live auction 

i. May also provide services in addition to goods 
h. Raffle baskets 

7) Do you have a standard template for contracting? 
a. SMQG and SBQG will send their templates 


